
AFN Alberta COVID-19  
Daily Bulletin 
 
Tuesday, April 21 
AFN Alberta is summarizing updates and information we are receiving on our website. All our previous 
bulletins can be found on this page as well: http://www.afnab.ca/News-and-Events/Coronavirus.  
  

DAILY HIGHLIGHTS 
Daily COVID-19 Test Results 
 
ALBERTA April 20 April 21 Change 

Negative  
(#s of Tests) 105,317 109,015 (+3,698) 

Positive 2,908 3,095 (+187) 

Fatalities 59 61 (+2) 

Recoveries 1,230 1,273 (+43) 
COVID-19 Regional Data for Alberta (April 17 to 20 changes) 
Calgary zone - 2,077(+127)     Edmonton zone - 446 (+8)  
Central zone - 77 (+0)     South zone - 200 (+44)     North zone - 148 (+5) 
Unidentified zone - 20 
 
New Restrictions and Measures 

● The border closure between Canada and the United States will remain in effect for 
another 30 days. 

 
First Nation-specific Updates  

● The AFN has now formalized a national COVID-19 task force that will develop 
recommendations for how the AFN can assist FNs with the pandemic. Regional Chief 
Poitras will be an alternate chair.  

● The government of Alberta, through the Aboriginal Consultation Office, is allowing 
participating communities to add days to the consultation process, if needed, during 
the pandemic response - up to 10 days for Levels 1 and 2 consultations, and up to 15 
for Level 3. 

● On Thursday, a telehealth call on COVID-19 is being held for First Nation health 
centre staff to talk through scenarios and ask FNIHB staff questions.  

● ISC continues to recommend that First Nations with upcoming elections do not hold 
those elections during this time. Policy changes were made last week giving leaders 
the option to continue in their positions for the next 6-12 months.  

● Service Canada has a dedicated toll-free phone line for First Nations members 
needing help with their CERB applications. Call 1-877-631-2657 

 

http://www.afnab.ca/News-and-Events/Coronavirus


 
 

● Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): Communities can request PPE from 
ISC/FNIHB through the communicable disease inbox: 
sac.cdemergenciesab-urgencesmtab.isc@canada.ca 

○ Alberta Health Services (AHS) is also helping fill supply gaps. Communities 
can put in weekly requests for PPE through AHS. Contact: 
ahs.ecc.operations.ih@ahs.ca.  

● AHS Indigenous-specific questions/concerns/requests can be emailed to 
ahs.ecc.operations.ih@ahs.ca.  
 

National and Regional Updates  
● A number of new funding measures were announced by Canada last Friday, including 

$1.7 billion for orphan well reclamation, $750 million for methane emission reduction, 
and over $1 billion in support for rural small businesses, entrepreneurs and those in 
the Arts, Culture and Sports sectors.  

● On April 18th, the federal government announced up to $306.8 million in funding to 
help small and medium-sized Indigenous businesses, and to support Aboriginal 
Financial Institutions that offer financing to these businesses.  

● The federal government is both increasing and decreasing the eligibility threshold for 
Canadian Emergency Business Assistance (up to $40,000 government backed loan). 
Businesses between $20k-$1.5m in total payroll for 2019 are now eligible. 

 
INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTS FOR FIRST NATIONS 
*NEW* April 21 ISC Presentation to the Chiefs Committee on Health 
The AFN Chiefs Committee on Health met for its weekly meeting with ISC and FNIHB today. 
You can find ISC’s presentation attached sharing updates on: 

● National communications 
● New funds announced since April 14 meeting 
● Point of care testing 
● Mental health 
● Reaching home homelessness initiative 
● PPE orders 

 
AFN Health Sector COVID-19 Bulletins 
Relevant Link: April 9 Assembly of First Nations COVID-19 Update 
 
Following the lead of AFN Alberta, the national AFN Health Sector is now publishing regular               
bulletins summarizing updates it received from Indigenous Services Canada and other           
organizations like the Canada Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation, as well as            
Canada’s daily briefings.  
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Updates from Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) 
*NEW* Thursday, April 23 | 1:30 to 3:30 pm | Weekly COVID-19 Telehealth Call  
A weekly telehealth call on COVID-19 is being held for First Nation health centre staff to talk 
through possible scenarios and ask FNIHB staff questions. Please note the details shared with 
us below:  
 

To join by phone dial:  1 587 328 1099, code 94882403158# 
To view the webinar:  https://fntn.zoom.us/join, enter Meeting ID: 94882403158 
 
Objectives 
1. Medical Officer of Health Update  
3. Let’s work through some scenarios  
4. Community COVID-19 response Profile – Saddle Lake 
5. Additional questions from communities 

 
Questions can be submitted in advance or at the end of the presentation to 
VChelp@FNTN.ca 

 
April 21 Daily Bulletin:  
ISC Alberta Region is sending daily updates during the week to leadership on the current 
COVID-19 situation and response. Today’s bulletin (April 21) is attached. It includes the 
following information: 

● Canada’s economic response plan  
● Spartan rapid point-of-care testing units 
● How the current provincial fire ban impacts First Nations 
● Mental wellness resources available through Wellness Together Canada  

 
Non-Insured Health Benefits (NIHB) Program Updates 
On March 30, ISC published a variety of changes to NIHB in the wake of COVID-19. A summary 
of these changes can be found in the April 9 AFN bulletin. The full ISC document is shared on 
page 12 and outlines: 

● Changes to Prior Approval for Certain Medications 
● Pharmacist Recommendation for Fever and Pain Medications  
● General Information on Temporary Changes to Medical Supplies and Equipment 

Coverage 
● Temporary Changes for Replacement of Select (MS&E) Benefits 
● Updates on Service Standards and Processing Times Updates 
● Updates on Renewal of Indian Status Card and NIHB Client Eligibility  
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CALL & MEETING SUMMARIES 
April 21 | Chiefs Committee on Health Meeting 
The AFN Chiefs Committee on Health held its weekly meeting with ISC Assistant Deputy 
Minister Valerie Gideon and Chief Medical Officer Dr. Tom Wong. Their presentation to the 
committee is attached.  
 
Key Highlights:  

● The first shipments of point of care testing devices are expected early May. The Public 
Health Agency of Canada has procured enough test kits from a variety of companies to 
perform over 3.5M tests. They will arrive from companies in phased shipments.  

● The AFN COVID-19 task force is formalizing this week.  
○ COVID-19 Task Force Terms of Reference will be circulated to the committee 

once they are finalized by the AFN Executive today.  Next week, RC Adamek will 
be looking for interested participants to join the task force.  

● Several questions were asked about the logistics of FIrst Nations accessing resources 
and support to retool existing infrastructure into isolation or medical centres. ISC will 
resend a guidance document on how this can be done and how communities can seek 
their support for these activities.  

● Responding to several concerns raised about Nations being denied funding and being 
sent to different people in the department to receive answers/support, Val committed to 
reiterating to regional offices their approach for providing a single point of contact into 
the department during the pandemic. She will also look into updating and simplifying 
communications about how to access and request funding from ISC, such as the 
community guide.  

 
Discussion 
Point of Care Testing: 

● ISC recognized there are many point of care testing options being explored by other 
countries; however Canada needs to do all the necessary quality control before 
purchasing such kits.  

○ Cautioning against buying medical testing without certifying it through a federal 
agency, Dr. Wong shared an example of the UK purchasing testing kits before 
doing quality control, and then finding out all the kits purchased in bulk were 
faulty.  

● Dr. Wong suspects point of care testing devices and cartridges will start being available 
early May.  

○ The Public Health Agency of Canada has procured enough test kits from a 
variety of companies to perform over 3.5M tests.  

○ The product will arrive in phased shipments starting in early May. The company 
has not confirmed how much will come in that first shipment, but Dr. Wong 
suspects there will be enough to distribute to all regions.  
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Mental Wellness and Homelessness Supports: 
● Val and Dr. Wong are testifying before the House of Commons Standing Committee on 

Health today.  
● As of April 12, a total of 356 COVID-19 related contacts were made to the Hope for 

Wellness Line. 280 were calls. 76 were online chats.  
● Reaching Home: Canada's Homelessness Strategy is aimed at preventing and reducing 

homelessness.  This program, which has a dedicated Indigenous stream, provides 
funding to urban, Indigenous, rural and remote communities to help them address local 
homelessness needs. 

● An additional $157.5 million were allocated to the program for COVID-19.  
 
Discussion & Information Sharing 

● RC Archibald (Ontario), on testing, will there be enough reagents needed to run testing 
kits?  Dr. Wong: There’s a global shortage of re-agents but this is for the standard, long 
test done at provincial labs, not the Spartan point-of-care testing unit. 

● BC FNHC Chair Charlene Belleau asked for support for 80 First Nation communities on 
lock down, who need more food security and security checkpoint support.  

● The BC region also flagged the need for one door/window for community funds. Some 
are frustrated that they are sent between FNHA, ISC and EMBC 

○ Val: perhaps ISC needs to do an update on the community guide for accessing 
funds. They are implementing a process where communities do have “one single 
window” into the department to prevent people being sent to different places.  

● Regarding funding, RC Archibald called for ISC to streamline their process. ISC regional 
offices are receiving FNs’ budgets and telling them they can’t provide the full amounts. 
Regional offices should be figuring out how to make FNs’ budgets happen. Re-doing 
funding guidelines or community guides is not what is needed. The $215M provided is 
inadequate and FNs should not be denied funding for their needs.  

○ The department has committed $425M so far.  
○ Response from Ontario communities has been slower than regions, particularly 

on activating requests for retooling infrastructure.  
● How do we ask for funding for repurposing buildings properly? There needs to be 

enough resources to make buildings operational (i.e. enough supplies, staff, beds, etc.)  
● Chief Kent (MB): we continue to struggle with finding spaces for people to self-isolate or 

quarantine if they are sick. Off-reserve members are getting minimal help, but not 
enough. The pandemic is exacerbating existing addictions and mental wellness issues. 
The relationship with the provincial government is tenuous in MB, which poses 
challenges for coordinating emergency response.  

○ Re: Retooling infrastructure — ISC sent a document about how this can be done 
with the proper public health guidelines put in place. They will recirculate this to 
the committee members.  

○ Val will reiterate to regional offices the approach of a “single window” into the 
department for communities during the pandemic, and simplifying communique 
about how to request funding, so that it’s clearer and simpler. 
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April 21 | AFN National Executive Meeting 
The AFN Regional Chiefs and National Chief met today for their weekly Executive meeting. The 
Executive heard from the Canadian Armed Forces about how they activate support to FIrst 
Nations. The Executive also formalized the creation of an AFN COVID-19 task-force that, 
among other things, will develop recommendations for actions the AFN can take to support First 
Nations during and after the pandemic. Regional Chief Poitras will be an alternate chair for the 
task force.  
 
Key Highlights:  

● The Executive passed a motion establishing an AFN COVID-19 Task Force, and 
approving its Terms of Reference.  

○ It will be tasked with, amongst other things, developing a national 
communications plan, collecting and distributing data, and developing strategic 
actions to assist FNs in mitigating impacts of COVID-19.  

○ RC Adamek, health portfolio lead, and RC Hart, emergency management lead, 
will chair the task force. RC Poitras will be an alternate chair. Key members will 
include National Chief office staff, AFN CEO, and the AFN emergency 
management and health directors  

○ The first task-force meeting will take place tomorrow.  
● The Canadian Armed Forces will share contact information of all the regional 

commanding officers with the AFN Executive. Major-General Joe Paul encouraged all 
RCs to develop a relationship with these officers.  

● Canadian Armed Forces representatives explained that any military support for a First 
Nations must be coordinated through the provincial emergency response centres.  

○ However, if First Nations face issues with provincial response, they can reach out 
to the Forces’ regional teams for support with provincial coordination.  

○ Because Canadian Rangers are integrated in the fabric of many northern 
communities, they could provide front-line support on issues like food security, 
community wellness checks, etc.  

● The AFN submitted a funding proposal for work related to the COVID-19 task force. A $2 
million budget was submitted, proposing $150,000 for regions to hire coordinators and to 
support communications. AFN spoke with FNIHB/ISC and monies will not be taken from 
the $15 million COVID-19 fund for Indigenous organizations. 

● The Executive approved an interim 2020/2021 budget in order for AFN to meet CIBC 
banking requirements and audit requirements. A commitment is being made to revisit 
and finalize the budget in 6 months.  

● A decision about what to do about the AFN AGA in July will be brought forward at next 
week’s meeting.  

 
Discussion 
Canadian Armed Forces Presentation 

● Major-General Joe Paul and Lt. Colonel Neil Marshall led a presentation about the 
military’s assistance to First Nations around COVID-19.  
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● When communities no longer have the capacity to respond to a crisis, Chiefs first 
request assistance from provincial emergency management centres, it is then moved to 
a federal level when a province can’t support.  

○ Requesting assistance from the province is a first step because they believe the 
response will be most effective if it is localized. 

○ If that request is outside of regional capacity, Province/Territory submits a 
request for federal assistance and Canada activates federal departmental 
resources first. 

○ If it’s beyond the governments’ capacity to deal with, armed forces support is 
activated as a last resort. 

● Canadian Ranger patrol groups are spread out in northern Canada (not just territories), 
and are valuable for doing “wellness checks” — assessing how well communities are 
weathering the pandemic and other crises.  

○ All Rangers were activated by Chief of Defence Staff and Minister Sajjan. If 
Rangers want to be on full-time service, they can do so for weeks/months. 

○ Regional joint task force commanders can deploy Rangers with the endorsement 
of provinces/territories (it doesn’t need to go to Ottawa).  

● 130 military medical officers are going to be deployed in long-term care facilities in 
Quebec. However, medical service personnel in the military is very limited.  The number 
of healthcare workers they have is not what people think. National Defence nurses and 
doctors continue to work in provincial hospitals. 

● The military is also very cognizant of the potential of military personnel infecting remote 
communities. They have instituted a protocol to ensure personnel self-isolate a full two 
weeks prior to deployment and that they are not symptomatic, and when they return from 
their duties, they must again self-isolate for another two-weeks before they can continue 
their duties.  

Questions & Comments 
● Several RCs noted the challenges FNs sometimes face in coordinating emergency 

response with the province.  
○ General Vance said if FNs have challenges with provinces, the regional joint task 

forces are well connected to their operations centres and can help ensure the 
province is responding adequately. Each of the RCs should have a relationship 
with the commanding officers in their region. He will share that contact 
information. 

● RC Yakeleya (NWT) highlighted the handful of communities in NWT that don’t have 
health care or law enforcement workers. If Canadian Rangers are available to do 
community wellness checks, they should be activated to support communities with 
distributing food to members, preparing fish and meat from the land for Elders, etc.  

○ Providing wellness checks and supporting food security initiatives is something 
the Rangers members can support within their home communities.  

● RC Picard (QC) asked if Rangers can be activated to act as security on a First Nations?  
○ There’s not enough Ranger patrols to do something like this. Further, the 

threshold to support law enforcement is high, and must be activated through 
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several processes by Public Safety Canada.  
● RC Tegee (BC) and RC Hart (MB) both raised concerns around the upcoming flooding 

and fire season. RC Hart requested scenarios and processes to be shared with the 
Emergency Management sector.  

○ They are deployed for fire and flood management when asked by 
provincial/territorial centres when asked to do so to ensure the response is 
coordinated.  

○ Direction to CAF members are given by the provincial centres.  

COVID-19 Task Force  
● The National Executive reviewed the draft terms of reference (TORs) finalized last Friday 

by RCs Adamek, Poitras, and Hart, National Chiefs Office, and AFN Secretariat staff. 
Highlights: 

○ The task force receives mandate from the National Executive and reports to the 
Executive 

○ It will be tasked with, amongst other things, developing a national 
communications plan, collecting and distributing data (which is lacking), 
developing strategic actions to assist FNs in mitigating impacts of COVID-19.  

○ Task force may invite members from AFN Chiefs Committees, nursing 
associations, RCMP, public health experts, Red Cross, and others.  

Questions & Comments 
● RC Cameron recommended adding language in the TORs that will ensure their work 

does not impact First Nations inherent and Treaty rights, and supports calls for support 
under the medicine chest, and famine and pestilence clauses of Treaty.  

● RC Archibald suggested that RC Poitras acts as an alternate chair, due to her nursing 
background and expertise. She also suggested organizing the mandate of the task-force 
by urgency of tasks they are assigning to them. 

● National Chief suggested that a full listing of potential members be excluded and it only 
state ie. any individual or organization deemed necessary or relevant by the Task Force 
to meet their stated objectives will be invited to join the Task Force as needed. 

● Regional Chief Poitras extended her condolences to the citizens of Nova Scotia. She 
confirmed she would be open to act as alternate chair to the Task Force. She supported 
the categorization of priorities as suggested by RC Archibald, and a general statement of 
membership as suggested by National Chief, but to ensure an epidemiologist was 
included. 

● Executive passed a motion to approve the Terms of Reference and establish a 
COVID-19 task force.  

 
REGIONAL AND NATIONAL UPDATES 
Summaries and information of the following can be found in the update below.  

● Canada’s April 21 COVID-19 Update 
● Alberta’s April 21 COVID-19 Update 
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Canada’s April 21 Update 
Relevant Links: PM’s daily briefing (9:15 am MT) 
Ministers’ and Health Officials briefing (10:00 am MT) 
 
This morning PM Trudeau began by acknowledging holocaust rememberance day. After which 
he provided the daily update on COVID-19 response, the Ministers and Health Officials update 
with Deputy Prime Minister Freeland and Dr. Tam followed. Key Highlights: 

● There are now 37,374 confirmed cases including 1,728 deaths. Have tested over 
565,000 people to date with around 6.5% positive.  

● Government announced today a $350 million Community Emergency support fund. 
○ Funding will flow through local and national community organizations like the 

United Way and Red Cross. Money will be used for training volunteers, 
increasing deliveries to seniors, or driving those with disabilities among other 
actions. 

● Today, there is additional news on the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy (CEWS) 
which provides an additional $840/week per employee during the course of the 
pandemic to allow businesses to keep employees on the payroll.  

○ A calculator has been launched on the CRA website to determine what the wage 
subsidy will cover.  

○ Businesses can begin submitting applications starting next Monday, April 27th. 
 

Additional Information 
● Both the Prime Minister and Deputy Prime Minister offered their continued 

condolences to Nova Scotians on the mass shooting tragedy that occurred on 
Sunday. 

 
 
Alberta’s April 21 COVID-19 Update 
Relevant Links: CMO Provincial Update (3:30 pm MT) 
Children’s services Minister Rebecca Shulz gave an update on the measures her and 
partner ministry Community and Social Services have been making in combating 
COVID-19 prior to the daily update by Dr. Hinshaw. Key Highlights: 

● Alberta confirmed an additional 187 cases over the last 24 hours, for a total 3,095 cases 
in the province. The province also reports 2 additional deaths, bringing the total to 61. 
Alberta has performed testing on over 109,015 individuals to date. 

○ The Province continues to watch the Cargill plant outbreak closely where 401 
cases are currently confirmed. 

● Children’s Services minister Rebecca Schulz spoke on behalf of both that ministry and 
Community and Social Services on the combined efforts those ministries have been and 
are taking. 
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○ Aware of the increase in domestic violence that may result from the quarantine 
and self-isolation efforts, Alberta has provided $5 million in grants to various 
shelters and outreach programs around the province. Shelters can also use this 
money to hire staff and ensure their supports align with physical distancing. 

○ The province is also working on filling food security gaps in nutrition for 
vulnerable children and families, committing $5 million for food banks and other 
nutrition programs across the province to work on food insecurity. 

● An update was also provided on the $60 million previously announced by Community 
and Social Services. $30 million has been distributed to homeless and women’s shelters 
throughout the province; and with the remaining $30 million, over 800 applications have 
been received and the Ministry of Community and Social Services will be suspending 
applications at 6pm this evening to start assessing the applications. 

 
Additional Information: 

● Dr. Hinshaw is aware of ongoing discussions of opening up and getting back to a 
normal routine - we have reduced the spread of the virus and in large measure 
have succeeded. Our cases are currently well below projections. Dr. Hinshaw 
reminds us the virus is still with us and we need to take it very seriously, we 
cannot ease measures yet. 

● 14 new facilities have been established for those that are homeless, but feeling 
well and asymptomatic. Locations are spread among Edmonton, Calgary, Red 
Deer, Lethbridge. and Grande Prairie. Community and Social services is working 
closely with local municipalities to set up and use hotels and motels as assisted 
isolation shelters. So far they have identified 200 hotels throughout the province 
in addition to the spaces available at the expo centre. 

● Housing is a top priority for helping at-risk individuals. Shelter operators are 
leading this work and have housed 400 people since the initial outbreak in the 
province occurred.  
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